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MEANWHILE,on the neighboring cliff face- had just
o urred one of those incidents which were forever

stirring up excitement among the colonies of the
auks and the saddlebacks. It began in the usual way.
Ka.h pair of auks, itmust be remembered, has but one
egg. which i> laid, with no pretense of a nest, on the
bare narrow ledge. As these eggs lie side by side

rock. Hist far enough apart for the parents

ey look amazingly alike, some-
owners themselves gc-t mixed up as to the

:' their speckled property. In this instance
two mothers, on a crowded shelf some forty feet above

\u25a0a. claimed the same egg. and both insi-ted on

brooding it at the same time. With curious, strident
ep intheir throats, they struggled over it.
hancing both to return from their fishing

at this moment, joined vigorously in the discussion.
g was promptly rolled off the ledge and
:; the rocks below. But in the excitement its

,as not noticed. Meanwhile, the combatants
ingsmost uncomfortable fortheir nearest

tx>rs; so these were presently dragged into the fight.

The unfortunate eggs began dropping over the ledge.

Instantly the great saddlebacks, lrom the noisy

pected windfall. He caught itby the tail and turned to
plunge into the burrow with it.

Bat in that same instant the long beak of the skua
caught it by the head. For a second or so the two

Isavagely at the prize, with a vast flapping and
wiring. Then the outraged owner, recovering him-

s< If,floundered up. fixed his beak in the exposed belly of
the fish, an.] began to pulland ie-k like an angry terrier.

Feathers and sand flew into the air as the triangular
:war went on. But frantic- as was the turmoil of
\u25a0rig and flapping, the nearby ranks of puffins paid

\u25a0 ntion to it whatever, except to turn their great
angle, and -tare solemnly, like so

man} maskers. The gulls overhead, however,
[own with, excited cries, seeking a chance to

in the scuffle.
Hut before they could get their greedy beaks into it,

me to an end. The fish was torn apart. The
Igrabbed the tail fell backward with it.

ruffled but triumphant, into his burrow. The original
left wit1;just so much as his beak could hold,

nately no mean mouthful: while the too suc-
[< r.bearing off by far the largest .-hare of

prize, beat vigorously aloft through the screaming

who would have tried to rob him had they dared.
Rising strongly above them, he headed for the flat ledge,
a little inland, where he and his dusky mate had made

\u25a0 And so it came about that an unwonted number of
saddlebacks, freed from domestic ties until they should
be ready to lay new batches of eggs, but very savage
and vindictive for all their release, now came flapping
inland over the island, on the lookout for any possible
chance to avenge themselves.

At this moment the great skua who had robbed the
puffin of its fish came in sight of his nest. At his
approach the female, who had grown impatient, rose
from her handsome, greenish brown, mottled eggs,
sprang into the air. and sailed off toward the sea. For
just about ten or a dozen seconds the precious eggs
were exposed, while the male swept down on them on
a long, swift glide.

Hut in tiiose brief seconds Fate struck. With an ex-
ultant yelp a huge saddleback dropped out of the sky,
directly upon the nest, and plunged its beak into one
of the eggs. The eggs wire not far from hatching.
!!<\u25a0 dragged forth the naked chick and swallowed it
ravenously. Before he could turn to another egg the
skua had fallen upon him, hurling him dear of the nest,

and tearing at him with desperate beak.
Now the great gull, fully two feet and a half in

length, from the tip of his punishing yellow beak to
the tip of his tail, was not far from twice the size of
his fearless and furious assailant. Moreover, having

just had his own nest destroyed, he was
in fighting mood. Ordinarily, being a
thorough bully, he would have cowered
and fled before the skua's swift rage.
But now he turned and struck back
savagely. More nimble than lie, the
skua evaded the blow and caught him
by the neck. And promptly the two
became entangled into a flapping, tear-
ing jumble of beaks and feathers.

It was close beside the nest that the
struggle went on; but meanwhile the
two remaining eggs were lying un-
covered to the eyes of prowlers. They
did not lie there long. Two more big
saddlebacks straightway pounced upon
them, crushing them flat in the scuffle.
Engrossed though he was. the skua saw
them. He was only a shameless robber;
but his mettle was of a temper of the
finest, and he knew not fear. Tearing
himself free from his heavy foe, he
pounced frantically upon these new as-
sailants of his home. Startled, they
hesitated whether to tight or flee.
Then, seeing the odds so far in their
favor, they turned to light. The first
saddleback joining them, they presently
succeeded in pulling the skua down.
Then, against their great weight and
overpowering wings, his courage availed
him little. Smothered, beaten, trodden
upon, lie disappeared from sight be-
neath tin- yelping turmoil. The odds
had been too great forhim. In hall a
minute the battle was over,and his dark
body, with the throat completely torn
out, lay unresisting beneath the broad,
pink, heavy webbed feet of his con-
querors.

SU DDENLY,as ifat a signal, all three
saddlebacks lifted their heads and

stared aboul them. They marked their
victim's mate winging upward toward
them from the sea, swiftly, a it a
prescience of evil had summoned her.

,w two other skuas sailing down
from the Cliff top, as if to demand

their business in skua territory. They had no stomach
\u0084, face thai demand. They had no heart for a tight

on anything approaching fair terms. Flapping heavily
into the air. they flew off in haste, to lose themselves
m the myriads of their screaming fellows.

The female skua, returning, hovered 1"\\; but she

did not alight. In silence, herhead thrust downward,
. il( circled and circled endlessly on dark w.ngs above
tl,, scattered ruins of her nest, the bedraggled and

tattered body of her lam mate. And the till ranks
\u0084f the puffins, like fantastic toy birds carved in wood

and painted, stared down on her soleranly from the
slope » nearby.

A Hi)l'T level with the crest of the cliff some half
•**\u25a0 dozen of the dusky skuas were sailing leisurely.
They saw their chance. There was nothing in the
world more to their taste than eggs, and particularly
the big rich eggs of the great saddleback gulls. Down
they swooped on the unguarded nests, and ina moment,
plunging their long beaks through the shells, they were
feasting greedily. All around them sat the other gulls,
by the hundred, faithful ones who had resisted tempta-
tion and stuck to their nests. These screamed angrily;
but made no attempt to interfere. "Lei each look
out for his own," was frankly their policy. Bofore any
of the delinquent brooders came back the skuas had
cleared out every unguarded nest and sailed off with
derisive cries.

those who should have stayed by their charges to
guard them, whatever their consorts might be doing

—
were seduced from their too tame responsibilities.
Standing up in their dizzy nests, most of which held
either two or three muddy colored eggs, scrawled with
markings of dull maroon, they stretched their fierce
yellow beaks over the brink and peered down with
predaceous eyes. For many of them the temptation
was not to be resisted. With hoarse cries they launched
themselves downward and joined deliriously in the
scramble.
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